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Preface
From an ecological perspective, the majority of Sweden’s watercour-
ses have been negatively affected by human activities. The Riksdag has 
adopted an environmental quality objective entitled “Flourishing lakes 
and watercourses”. According to this objective, watercourses are to be 
used in an ecologically sustainable manner and their richly varied li-
ving environments preserved. In the light of this, the parliamentary 
Committee on Environment and Agriculture decided, at its meeting of 
3 February 2011, to follow up central government measures for biologi-
cal diversity in running waters. The follow-up has focused on studying 
biological diversity in connection with watercourses and, primarily, on 
the division of responsibilities between different actors. It has also in-
cluded a general overview of the instruments available to central go-
vernment as regards preserving and re-establishing biological diversity 
in watercourses. 

The follow-up has been conducted by the Committee on Environme-
nt and Agriculture’s Follow-up and Evaluation Group, comprising the 
following members of the Riksdag: Irene Oskarsson (ChrDem), Chair, 
Per Åsling (Cen), Nina Lundström (Lib), Jan-Olof Larsson (SocDem), 
Åsa Romson (Grn), Jens Holm (Lft), Linda Arvidsson Wemmert (Mod) 
and Josef Fransson (SweDem). The background materials were prepa-
red in the Riksdag Administration by the Research Services’ Evaluation 
and Research Function, in cooperation with the Secretariat of the Com-
mittee on Environment and Agriculture. 

The follow-up was carried out in the spring of 2011 and completed in 
June 2011. The report of the follow-up and evaluation group has been pu-
blished in the series Reports from the Riksdag (Report 2011/12:RFR1). 
The follow-up was reported to the Committee in August 2011, and in 
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October 2011 the Committee held a public hearing on biological di-
versity in running waters and hydropower. The purpose of the hearing 
was to obtain better knowledge of the opportunities of preserving and 
re-establishing biological diversity in connection with hydropower. A 
further aim was to disseminate knowledge of the findings of the follow-
up to the relevant actors, since responsibility for these issues is divided 
among many different actors in the Riksdag, the Government and pu-
blic agencies. The notes from the hearing have been published in report 
2011/12:RFR3. The follow-up was then dealt with by the Committee in 
report 2011/12:MJU1, in which the Committee proposed that the Riks-
dag approve the Committee’s proposals. In December 2011, the Riksdag 
adopted the Committee’s proposals. 

This brochure contains a summary of the findings of the follow-up 
and the Committee’s position in response to the results of the follow-up. 

The follow-up by the Committee on Environment 
and Agriculture
In February 2011, the Committee on Environment and Agriculture 
took a decision to conduct a follow-up of central government measures 
to promote biological diversity in running waters. The follow-up has fo-
cused on studying the division of responsibilities between different ac-
tors as regards biological diversity in running waters in connection with 
hydropower, dams and storage reservoirs. The follow-up is based on the 
environmental quality objective “Flourishing lakes and watercourses”, 
adopted by the Riksdag. The objective states, for example, that biologi-
cal diversity should be preserved and re-established in watercourses. In 
watercourses affected by regulation, water flows should, as far as pos-
sible, be controlled with regard to biological diversity.

The follow-up has been carried out by the Committee’s Follow-up 
and Evaluation Group. The purpose has been to provide the Committee 
with greater knowledge of the area before its consideration of the Budget 
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Bill and any possible motions. The point of departure for the follow-up 
has been the matters included in the Committee on Environment and 
Agriculture’s areas of responsibility i.e. fisheries, nature conservation 
and environmental protection. Matters relating to biological diversity 
are interdisciplinary and therefore affect several committees. The hope 
is, consequently, that the material will be of use to several committees 
in connection with their consideration of matters related to biological 
diversity and running waters.

Running waters, biological diversity and hydropower
Biological diversity in watercourses has been threatened in various ways 
for some time for example by pollutants, eutrophication and draining of 
wetlands. Furthermore dams, log-driving, hydroelectric power plants 
and water regulation have all exerted considerable impact on the en-
vironment in and around watercourses. Plant and animal species have 
been negatively affected and water surfaces have changed, both in terms 
of area and how they run. Dams, hydroelectric power plants and water 
regulation have created obstacles for various species and have, among 
other things, changed the course of natural water flows. In recent years, 
work with environmental objectives, the Environmental Code and the 
EU Water  Framework Directive have meant that the focus has increa-
singly shifted from individual species of fish such as salmon and salmon 
trout to the more overall issue of biological diversity in watercourses.

Hydropower is a renewable source of energy with low emissions and 
little impact on the environment. Hydroelectric power plants have been 
in existence for many years and play a vital role for Sweden’s electricity 
supply. At the same time opinion is unanimous that hydropower has 
exerted a negative impact on biological diversity. This applies to both 
small-scale and large-scale hydroelectric power plants, even if their ac-
tual problems may differ. The problems for biological diversity caused 
by hydropower are well known, however only limited measures have 
been taken to correct them.
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Operators’ responsibility for, and measures to 
promote, biological diversity
Owners of dams and hydroelectric power plants are responsible for en-
suring that they are run and maintained in compliance with relevant 
water rights permits. The point of departure for relevant legislation is 
that the operator should use the best possible technology and, in ac-
cordance with the Ordinance on self-monitoring, establish routines to 
make regular checks that equipment etc. for operation and testing is 
kept in good condition in order to prevent detriment to human health 
and the environment. Representatives of the industry say that there is 
an interest in environmental issues and that power companies are in-
volved in various projects aimed, for example, at physical improvement 
measures. 

In order to compensate for the effects of the expansion of hydroelec-
tric power, power companies pay community and fish management 
charges. Fish management charges may, instead of taking the form of 
a specific measure, be stipulated by the Land and Environment Courts 
in connection with the granting of permits as compensation for damage 
to fishing rights. The fish management charges may either take the form 
of a one-off or an annual payment. When the fish management charges 
are established, their purpose is also determined. This regulation may be 
written in various ways but is usually couched in rather general terms. 
Decisions on how these funds are to be used are made by the Swedish 
Board of Fisheries or by the relevant county administrative board. These 
funds are to be used for measures to promote conditions for fish in the 
area concerned or in neighbouring watercourses, for example in the 
form of biotope measures or re-stocking. Municipalities, fisheries ma-
nagement area associations etc. may apply for grants financed by the fish 
management charges. A large number of fish management charges have 
been established over the years by means of various items of legislation.

A company that has a permit for, for example, the operation of a hy-
droelectric power plant must also pay an annual community charge 
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which is established by the Land and Environment Court. The com-
munity charge is used to prevent or alleviate damage that has not pre-
viously been compensated for and to repair damage or fulfil public 
needs in the community affected by power plant operations. Commu-
nity charges are used for water measures to a very limited degree only. 
Fish management charges amount to around SEK 15 million annually 
and community charges to SEK 120–130 million. In addition, the power 
companies finance compensatory restocking of fish in accordance with 
the requirements stated in their various permits. In spite of this, several 
government agencies and environmental organisations have criticised 
the lack of biological diversity activities among the power companies.

The Riksdag’s environmental objectives for 
watercourses
The Riksdag’s environmental objectives form important instruments 
to govern work with biological diversity in running waters. They are 
not, however, directly applicable to the legal processes of granting and 
re-granting permits. There are conflicts of goals and of interests when 
hydroelectric power and energy needs are placed in direct competition 
with aspects such as biological diversity, tourism and fishing. Neverthe-
less, many government agencies, environmental organisations and in-
dustry representatives feel that it is possible to solve these conflicts.

The environmental quality objective concerning flourishing lakes 
and watercourses and the various interim goals relating to watercour-
ses have not been achieved. The Government consider that it will be 
possible to achieve this environmental quality objective if additional 
measures are taken. The Environmental Protection Agency considers 
that there is a positive trend in environmental development but that the 
intensity of efforts, for example, to restore waterways, must increase. 
The follow-up system within the environmental field has recently been 
changed.
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Division of responsibilities concerning biological 
diversity and hydroelectric power
Issues concerning water and biological diversity are the business of se-
veral parliamentary committees, ministries, government agencies and 
other actors. The Committee on Environment and Agriculture prepares 
matters concerning fisheries and nature conservation, as well as envi-
ronmental protection generally, provided the matter does not belong 
to the responsibilities of another committee. The Committee on Civil 
Affairs prepares matters concerning water rights and the Committee 
on Industry and Trade deals with matters concerning energy policy. At 
the Government Offices it is primarily the Ministry of the Environment 
and the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications that are 
responsible for the specific issues. 

At government agency level it has primarily been the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Swedish Board of Fisheries, the Legal, Financial 
and Administrative Services Agency, the county administrative boards, 
water authorities and the Land and Environment Court that have been 
concerned in this field. After the follow-up was conducted, there was 
a reorganisation of the public agencies involved. On 1 July 2011, the 
new Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management started up at 
the same time as the Swedish Board of Fisheries was abolished and its 
tasks and some from the Environmental Protection Agency and others 
were moved to the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management. 
Many issues require cooperation between government agencies. The 
agencies concerned consider that their roles are comparatively clearly-
defined while other actors feel that there are many authorities dealing 
with these issues and that the division of responsibilities between them 
is blurred.

The various government agencies apply different levels of intensity 
to their work with biological diversity and hydroelectric power. Many 
government agencies state that they have limited resources for use in 
active work on water issues. In addition, in the experience of the various 
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actors in this field, competence levels in the different government agen-
cies vary considerably.

Fishways, restoration of water courses and fisheries 
management
Central government provides the Environmental Protection Agency 
and the Swedish Board of Fisheries with support for physical measures 
aimed at preserving and re-establishing biological diversity in water-
courses, including for the restoration of watercourses, construction of 
fishways and other fisheries management activities. Measures are plan-
ned and implemented at the regional and local levels.

There is no overall picture of government inputs aimed at promoting 
biological diversity in running waters, or of the results achieved. It has 
been estimated that more than half of the most valuable watercourses 
that should be restored still remain to be dealt with. In addition to these, 
there are a large number of other watercourses that need to be restored 
under the Water Framework Directive. Also work with catchment area 
protection has proceeded slowly in relation to goals. Several government 
agencies and environmental organisations consider that central govern-
ment has not taken sufficient measures and that there is continued need 
for restoration. Only limited amounts of government funding have been 
allocated to this field, but at the same time, several actors emphasise 
that it is the companies that cause the damage that should pay for the 
measures needed according to the principle the one that pollutes pays.

There are many different restoration measures available. Fishways are 
one of the more hotly debated. They work if they are designed and ma-
naged properly and are then extremely valuable for the re-establishment 
of biological diversity; however there are problems with their function 
and maintenance. Knowledge about fishways has improved. However 
monitoring of completed activities is inadequate and results are disse-
minated to a limited degree only. For power companies, fishways can 
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mean reduced revenues, especially as concerns production losses caused 
by allowing the water in the fishways to flow around the power stations.

Work with biological diversity based on the 
Environmental Code and other regulations
Inspection and permits form two important instruments for govern-
ment activities to promote biological diversity in watercourses. The Le-
gal, Financial and Administrative Services Agency represents environ-
mental interests and other public interests when granting or renewing 
permits for water-based operations. When the Environmental Code 
came into force in 1999, the then Water Act was incorporated into the 
Code. Among other matters, the Environment Procedures Inquiry had 
pointed out that there were differences in the regulations between envi-
ronmentally hazardous operations and water-based operations and had 
stated that the body of regulations should be the point of departure and 
thus be the same for both areas.

Supervision is a time-consuming, complicated method of working to 
preserve and re-establish biological diversity. The supervision of water-
based operations has been awarded low priority by the county adminis-
trative boards, mainly because their resources for such supervision are 
limited and it is difficult to maintain registers of dams, hydroelectric 
power plants and storage reservoirs. Government agencies consider that 
the power companies’ self-monitoring is limited as concerns environ-
mental aspects.

Permits for new water-based operations or changes to current ope-
rations are issued by the Land and Environment Court in accordance 
with the Environmental Code. Applications from operators often con-
cern upgrading and streamlining of power stations. In the last few years 
the Legal, Financial and Administrative Services Agency has pursued 
the position that the Court should impose biological requirements on 
all operations in cases concerning changes to current operations.
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The permits of most power stations were issued under older legisla-
tion and there are actually power stations and dams that lack any kind 
of permit at all. The older legislation concerned development and impo-
sed fewer environmental requirements compared to the current Envi-
ronmental Code. There is no time limit on permits for water-based ope-
rations. In order to re-establish biological diversity, it may therefore be 
necessary to re-examine these permits in the light of the Environmental 
Code. Over the course of the last few years the Legal, Financial and Ad-
ministrative Services Agency has submitted around 100 applications for 
re-examination of permits to the Land and Environment Court. Both 
government agencies and environmental organisations feel that this is a 
complicated and difficult-to-navigate route to take when working with 
biological diversity.

Considerable demands are placed on the applicant government agen-
cy as concerns establishing background information; however it is not 
clear how extensive the material to be included in an application should 
be. The Environmental Process Commission has proposed that the en-
tity that runs the water-based operations should be obliged to prepare 
the background material for re-examination of permits and that go-
vernment agency resources for this work should be strengthened. Ope-
rators have no incentive to participate in a permit re-examination and 
government agencies have too few resources to undertake this work. For 
example there are no funds available to finance the production losses 
that exceed the levels stated as acceptable for the power companies. Go-
vernment agencies state that these financing requirements may inhibit 
permit re-examination activities.

Government agencies also observe that it is difficult to assess the ef-
fects that central government activities linked to supervision and per-
mit issue have had on the biological diversity of the watercourses con-
cerned.
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Water authorities
Due to the EU Water Framework Directive and the introduction of the 
new water management agency, a new instrument has been created for 
the work of preserving and re-establishing biological diversity in run-
ning water. The five water authorities are new actors and the implemen-
tation of the Water Directive has taken a long time. Water authorities 
do not have any independent funds to use for measures in watercourses 
and their means of management – action programmes and environme-
ntal quality norms – have to date not resulted in any concrete measures.

The Committee’s position

Running waters, biological diversity and hydropower
First, the Committee can observe that dams, hydroelectric power plants 
and storage reservoirs affect the biological diversity of running waters 
in an extremely negative manner. However hydroelectric power does 
bring many advantages: it is a renewable source of energy which has 
been utilised for a long period of time and produces only minor emis-
sions that affect the climate. The Committee notes that both small and 
large-scale hydroelectric power plants affect biological diversity, but 
that it is easier to solve such problems at the smaller plants than at the 
larger ones. However in relation to the amount of electricity produced, 
the environmental impact of the smaller power stations is greater. The 
Committee considers that it is important for continued development 
activities that both challenges and opportunities are emphasised in or-
der to be able to preserve and re-establish biological diversity in run-
ning waters in the best possible manner.

The Committee has found that the issue of hydroelectric power’s ne-
gative effects on biological diversity in running waters has been discus-
sed for some time. For example, in 2005 the Committee on Housing 
presented the Riksdag’s previous position on this issue in a statement 
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of opinion to the Committee on Environment and Agriculture on the 
then current Environmental Objective Bill. The Committee on Housing 
pointed out that there was good reason to review the issue of how the 
necessary throughflow in existing hydroelectric power plants can be en-
sured and, as part of this issue, how appropriate the regulations are for 
the re-examination of water rights in this context. In its statement, the 
Committee referred to several reports that had covered this issue. In 
view of this, the Committee wishes to stress how important it is that is-
sues dealt with in this follow-up are further considered in development 
work on biological diversity in running waters within the various parli-
amentary committees, in the Government and in the government agen-
cies concerned. In the opinion of the Committee, it is also important to 
continue consideration of various proposals in inquiries dealing with 
water operations. Furthermore, it is natural that the operations of the 
new Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management highlight the 
problems concerning hydroelectric power and biological diversity iden-
tified in this follow-up.1

Operators’ responsibilities and measures to promote biological 
diversity
The Committee observes that representatives of the industry have stated 
that power companies are interested in the environment and that vari-
ous improvement measures are under way, both as a result of permit sti-
pulations and voluntarily. At the same time, government agencies and 
environmental organisations have criticised operators, especially their 
lack of inclination to undertake environmental improvement measures. 
The Committee notes that there are currently not sufficient incentives 
in place to encourage power companies to work with environmental is-
sues. The Committee considers it necessary to continue to strengthen 

1 The Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management started its operations on 1 July 2011 
when the follow-up had been completed.
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the efforts of the operators with the aim of preserving and re-establis-
hing biological diversity in watercourses. The Committee notes in this 
context that there are proposals that fish management charges could be 
used in ways other than those stated in water rights in order to enable 
these funds to be applied to measures generating valuable and positive 
effects. It is vital that the issue of fish management charges is further 
considered in continued development activities.

The Riksdag’s environmental objectives for watercourses
The objectives have not been achieved in spite of the fact that the Riks-
dag has, on various occasions, stated the importance of, for example, 
constructing fishways to enable migration past hydroelectric power 
plants. The Committee shares the assessment of both the Government 
and the Environmental Protection Agency that further measures must 
be taken. There are conflicts in existence, first between the various envi-
ronmental quality objectives and second between the objective of flour-
ishing lakes and watercourses and other goals such as the energy policy 
goal on renewable energy sources. The Committee wishes to empha-
sise that conflicts of objectives may not be allowed to handicap con-
tinued development activities. Consequently a clearly-defined division 
of tasks and responsibilities is vital and government agencies must be 
given a clear mandate to cooperate from the Government. In this man-
ner it should be possible to manage conflicts of goals and to achieve 
goals without detriment to the environment generally. It is not the task 
of the Committee or the Riksdag to describe how this is to be carried 
out; however the Committee does wish in this context to point out that 
the Environmental Objective Committee might provide a forum for the 
continued consideration of issues concerning goal conflicts.

Procedures for follow-up of environmental matters have recently 
been updated. The Committee considers that it is still too early to as-
sess how well these are working. The Committee can, however, observe 
that there is no overall picture of the various measures undertaken by 
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central government aimed at preserving and re-establishing biological 
diversity in running waters in response to the consequences of hydro-
electric power generation. Neither is there any overall picture of the 
results of these efforts. The Committee emphasises the importance of 
documenting, analysing, providing feedback on and disseminating the 
results of these efforts to the various stakeholders. In the opinion of the 
Committee, dissemination of results has been extremely limited, which 
is not satisfactory as this means that there are no opportunities to learn 
from good or bad examples. The Committee wishes to emphasise the 
importance of integrating institutional learning into the work carried 
out.

The Committee considers it vital for the Government to secure the re-
porting and analysis of accumulated results of measures. It is important 
to document experience of good initiatives – both by central govern-
ment and private actors. The Committee also underlines how important 
it is that the Government, in its annual report to the Riksdag, describes 
and assesses the results of the various central government activities ai-
med at preserving and re-establishing biological diversity in watercour-
ses. It is essential that the Riksdag continues to monitor this issue.

Division of responsibilities for biological diversity and hydroelectric 
power
The Committee considers it vital that there is a clear division of re-
sponsibilities between central and regional government authorities. It 
is especially important that this division of responsibilities is clearly de-
fined as regards the new Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Mana-
gement.2 This new government agency then has, in the opinion of the 
Committee, the opportunity to bring together issues concerning fish 
and fisheries and seas, lakes and water. At the same time the Commit-

2 The Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management started its operations on 1 July 2011 
when the follow-up had been completed
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tee underlines the importance of working with biological diversity in 
the country’s inland watercourses at the new government agency. As 
concerns hydroelectric power and biological diversity, the various go-
vernment agencies work within different policy areas based on diffe-
rent objectives and guidelines, at the same time as there are many issues 
that require clearly-delineated cooperation and a holistic approach. The 
Committee emphasises the importance of cooperation and collabora-
tion between government agencies and states that their work and mea-
sures should be coordinated.

The Committee observes that government agencies consider that they 
possess sufficient competence, while other actors feel that government 
agencies’ competence as regards water issues is of varying quality. The 
Committee emphasises the importance of high levels of competence in 
this field at the government agencies in order to secure good-quality 
results.

The Committee further observes that several actors and reports 
have indicated that government agencies lack the necessary resources 
to carry out essential activities concerning biological diversity in wa-
tercourses. The Committee on the Environment and Agriculture has 
previously highlighted the fact that the Legal, Financial and Adminis-
trative Services Agency and the Swedish Board of Fisheries’ resources 
for re-examination of permits should be strengthened, as should coun-
ty administrative board resources for supervision and re-examination 
activities. The Committee is not able, in this follow-up, to assess the 
degree to which allocated resources are sufficient or not. The point of 
departure should be that government agencies must be able to carry out 
their tasks within this field and that the resource issue should be dealt 
with in this context.

Fishways, restoration of watercourses and conservation
The Committee observes that progress is slow in relation to objectives 
and that there is a continued need to take appropriate measures. The 
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Committee also emphasises the need to follow up the results of mea-
sures taken. In this context, the Committee wishes to point out that 
biological diversity in watercourses also has a business aspect e.g. as 
concerns opportunities for fishing tourism and fish farming. This is es-
pecially important in the parts of the country that have a weak business 
structure.

Fishways have not been installed in the greater majority of power 
stations. In the opinion of the Committee, it is not always possible to 
demand that they are installed; however a study should always be un-
dertaken as to whether such requirements are reasonable. The follow-
up shows that previously-constructed fishways are not always functio-
nal and that maintenance has been neglected on some of them – one 
reason being that these matters are not clearly regulated in water law. 
The Committee observes at the same time that currently, functional 
requirements are always imposed on the fishways to be constructed ac-
cording to the permits and that a follow-up is required after a certain 
number of years. The Committee has found that it is important to en-
sure that power companies are sufficiently motivated to preserve and re-
establish biological diversity in watercourses. The Committee also states 
that there is no clear picture of the costs incurred by power companies 
for fishways, however neither is there any clear picture of the value of 
re-established biological diversity. The Committee feels that it is vital 
to clarify the economic consequences of the various courses of action.

As concerns, for example, activities to protect eels, the Committee on 
Environment and Agriculture has previously maintained that measures 
to reduce the death toll of eels in their journey through the power sta-
tion turbines are urgent and that such activities should be financed by 
the power companies themselves, while the planning, prioritisation and 
evaluation of these measures are a national matter. The Committee on 
Civil Affairs has proposed that the Government should report back to 
the Riksdag and describe the measures that have been taken and will be 
taken according to plans as concerns requiring operators to construct 
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fishways in regulated watercourses.3 The Committee considers that it is 
the power companies who should primarily finance measures to pre-
serve and re-establish biological diversity; however it does observe that 
government grants for restoration measures may simplify matters and 
speed up the process. It is important that power companies are given 
sufficient motivation to work with biological diversity. In addition, go-
vernment resources are needed to finance measures that would other-
wise not be undertaken, so it is vital to continue to allocate funding 
to these activities. The Committee observes that central government 
resources allocated to the restoration of watercourses have varied over 
time. The Committee emphasises the importance of long-term thinking 
in the allocation of funds and the fact that resources are needed in order 
to implement these restoration activities.

Work with biological diversity on the basis of the Environmental 
Code and other regulations
The Committee observes that regulations governing water operations 
have not been fully integrated into the Environmental Code. What the 
follow-up has shown is that this has led to practice being based on the 
older, development-oriented water legislation and not on the holistic ap-
proach embodied in the Environmental Code and its preparatory docu-
ments. The Committee notes that there are proposals aimed at the har-
monisation the regulatory framework for water operations with other 
operations regulated by the Environmental Code. Prior to continued 
development work within these issues, the Committee wishes to emp-
hasise the importance of the overall objective of promoting sustainable 
development. It is vital that this issue is studied further. The Committee 
has previously stated that, in order to achieve the environment quality 

3 The Government submitted its report 2010/11:163 Insatser för vandrande fisk i sjöar och 
vattendrag (Activities for migrating fish in lakes and watercourses) to the Riksdag in August 
2011. The Committee on Civil Affairs is responsible for consideration of the matter.
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objectives, work with, for example, supervision must be intensified. The 
Committee maintains its assessment that this is an important instru-
ment for work with biological diversity in running waters. This follow-
up shows that supervision is, however, limited and that it has been awar-
ded low priority by the county administrative boards. The Committee 
considers that both the self-monitoring of operators and county admi-
nistrative board supervision of water management are important, and 
that supervision should be prioritised. The Committee also feels that 
supervision activities should receive proper guidance and that the new 
Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management should be respon-
sible for this is ensured.

The Committee has previously stated that it is necessary to intensify 
work with, for example, the re-examination of water rights. The Com-
mittee still considers that this is an important instrument for the work 
with biological diversity in running waters. A great many operations at 
hydroelectric power plants are undertaken using water rights granted 
according to previous water legislation when conditions imposed con-
cerning the environment were few or non-existent. During the course 
of this follow-up the Committee has received many indications that the 
situation is not satisfactory considering the formulation of previous wa-
ter rights. Continued analyses are necessary concerning how this issue 
can be managed in order to secure biological diversity. The Committee 
also notes that in many municipalities it is felt that no compensation has 
been paid for the intrusion into the environment that occurred when 
hydroelectric power was expanded. The issue of community charges has 
been investigated by various studies and commissions over the last few 
years.

The Committee notes that a re-examination of permits is resource-
consuming for the applicant government agency. The burdens impo-
sed by these re-examinations on the resources of government agen-
cies mean that there is a real risk that the agencies concerned refrain 
from requesting such re-examinations. In addition, there are various 
legal constraints on this process, and a modernisation of the regulatory 
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framework may be necessary. However, this is an issue not included in 
this follow-up.

Water management
The Committee observes that the five water authorities are still regar-

ded as new actors and that several stakeholders have pointed out that it 
is a problem that no single organisation has been given responsibility 
for ensuring the cohesion and coordination of these authorities at natio-
nal level. It has been stated that, to date, the water management struc-
ture has not had a big impact and has not resulted in concrete measures 
for watercourses. The Committee wishes to emphasise the importance 
of the continued development of water management and considers that 
the new Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management could 
mean an opportunity for more clearly-defined coordination.
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Follow-ups by the Committee on 
Environment and Agriculture

Thematic follow-ups
 − Förutsättningar för småskalig livsmedelsproduktion – En 

uppföljning (in Swedish) [Conditions for small-scale food 
production – A follow-up] (Report 2005/06:RFR3, Committee 
report 2005/06:MJU8)

 − Uppföljning av de fiskepolitiska insatsernas resultat och 
konsekvenser för företag inom fiskeområdet (in Swedish) [Follow-
up of the results and consequences of fisheries policy measures 
in the field of fisheries] (Report 2007/08:RFR3, Committee 
report 2007/08:MJU2)

 − Follow-up of government measures for the marine environment 
(summary in English) [Uppföljning av statens insatser inom 
havsmiljöområdet] (Report 2008/09:RFR3, Committee report 
2008/09:MJU1) 

 − Follow-up of central government measures for small-scale 
food production (summary in English) [Uppföljning av 
statens insatser för småskalig livsmedelsproduktion] (Report 
2009/10:RFR1, Committee report 2009/10:MJU2)

 − Follow-up of organic production and public consumption 
(summary in English) [Uppföljning av ekologisk produktion och 
offentlig konsumtion] (Report 2010/11:RFR1, Committee report 
2010/11:MJU2)

 − Follow-up of central government efforts concerning sustainable 
cities (summary in English) [Uppföljning av statens satsning 
på hållbara städer] (Report 2010/11:RFR2, Committee report 
2010/11:MJU1)



22 | Biological diversity in running waters and hydropower

 − Biological diversity in running waters and hydropower – A 
follow-up (summary in English) [Biologisk mångfald i rinnande 
vatten och vattenkraft - En uppföljning] (Report 2011/12:RFR1, 
Committee report 2011/12:MJU1)

 − Offentlig utfrågning om biologisk mångfald i rinnande vatten och 
vattenkraft (in Swedish) [Public hearing on biological diversity 
in running waters and hydropower] (Rapport 2011/12:RFR3, 
Committee report 2011/12:MJU1)

Ongoing follow-ups
 − Uppföljning och analys av regeringens resultatredovisning för 

utgiftsområde 20 (in Swedish) [Follow-up and analysis of the 
Government’s report on expenditure area 20] (carried out 
annually, the latest follow-up included in Committee report 
2011/12:MJU1)

 − Uppföljning och analys av regeringens resultatredovisning för 
utgiftsområde 23 (in Swedish) [Follow-up and analysis of the 
Government’s report on expenditure area 23] (carried out 
annually, the latest follow-up included in Committee report 
2011/12:MJU2)

The follow-up reports are available in Swedish on the Riksdag website 
(www.riksdagen.se) and can also be ordered from the Riksdag Printing 
Office (Postal address: SE 100 12 Stockholm, Sweden, tel.: 08-786 58 10, 
fax: 08-786 61 76 or e-mail: ordermottagningen@riksdagen.se). Sum-
maries in English of a number of the reports are available on the Riks-
dag website.
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